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Prevention is the key:
Introducing Healthy Shield, a new
protective screen for a safe restart.

What is Healthy Shield
Restarting office activities in the age of
COVID-19 requires more than just
reopening the workspace. According to
the CDC & AIHA (American Industrial
Hygiene Association®), maintaining a safe
distance between people should be at the
front and center of spatial planning and
decision making for office reopening.

Businesses are being challenged to take
action to protect their employees and
consumers, and we have just the
solution. Presenting Healthy Shield, a
non-disruptive transmission barrier that
supports your wellness efforts without
sacrificing the integrity of your
workspace and culture.
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Product description
Made of soft TPU screen, Healthy
Shield is finished with lightweight
aluminum counterbalance bars in
anodized grey or white lacquered
finish. The system is equipped with
two thin transparent nylon cables
and hooks, suspending the screen
from the ceiling.
Healthy Shield creates a soft
transparent transmission barrier
between people. Relevant and
adaptable to virtually any
environment, our protective
screen can be used in any setting,
including offices, manufacturing
facilities, retail shops, restaurants,
dealerships, medical facilities,
nursing homes and gyms.
Made in Italy with both
functionality and design in mind.
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How is Healthy Shield innovative and different?
Unlike transparent plexiglass panels, Healthy Shield is made of soft material. It can
be easily moved to be cleaned and sanitized. Lightweight, it’s easy to install and is
not tied to drop ceiling grids. Its sleek technology avoids the heavy and busy look
that accompanies most hardware and it is safe by design: no rigid, vertical edges to
potentially present a safety hazard down the road.

Not only can these products be easily
added to an existing open floor plan,
but they can be easily stored or
re-used to help you meet future
updates to CDC guidelines.

Additionally, you can easily create a
space between the lower edge of the
counterbalance bar and the worktop
to achieve the same functionality
that’s common of a standing
plexiglass version.
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Workspaces
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Transport Industry

Retail
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Technical Drawings
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Transparent Screen Characteristics

Easy to install
Easy to clean
Creates a transparent shield between
people
Doesn’t require support surfaces
Can be positioned floor to ceiling or
above a worktop, in the most desired
position
Available in 3 standard and custom sizes
Can be fixed to the floor/ground with
additional cables
Can be used indoor or outdoor
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Made of TPU (elastic and resistant
transparent elastomer)
Phtalates free
PVC free
Non-toxic
Anti-bacterial
Resistant to chemical agents
Resistant to blood stains
Resistant to salt water
Resistant to -40 °F / 248°F
Waterproof
Odorless
Pleasant to the touch
Recyclable
Easy to clean and sanitize
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Standard Product Size Chart
The below standard sizes are currently available for purchase on healthy-shield.com

Article

Code

Width

Height

Counterbar color

Healthy Shield

HSP 1108

43 ¼”

31 ½”

Silver or white

Healthy Shield

HSP 1111

43 ¼”

43 ¼”

Silver or white

Healthy Shield

HSP 1120

43 ¼”

78 ¾“

Silver or white

Customization

Shipment

Healthy Shield is available in
customized heights. Please
get in touch with us directly
for such orders.

Healthy Shield is made in Italy and is
make-to-order. Estimated shipping
time is 1 week.

Bulk Orders
Bulk orders may take longer
to ship and are also eligible
for a discount. Please get in
touch with us directly for
orders of 50 or more
Healthy Shields.

Standard sizes
Available to ship the next business day,
excluding holidays.
Custom sizes
Available to ship in 2 business days,
excluding holidays.

Two ways to shop
➔
➔

Online at healthy-shield.com
By contacting us directly
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Related Products
These products are now available in the same TPU material as the Healthy Shield.

Roller shades
Manual or motorized roll-up
screens, to be ceiling mounted
or suspended through cables
(high ceiling installation)

Sliding panels
To create mobile partition
walls, to be ceiling mounted
or suspended through cables
(high ceiling installation)
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